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Abstract
Spoken dialog system is one of the most useful interface between human and machine. These systems need scenario data, which
is represented by Finite State Transducer (FST). It is usually written by hand, but making it is a time-consuming job.
In order to make a dialog scenario ﬁle easily, a new dialog scenario editor is developed. In dialog systems, it is important for
natural communication that an agent speaks with natural gesture. However, it is diﬃcult to make an appropriate motion for every
utterance in a dialog scenario. In this paper, automatic motion assignment method is proposed.
Most of motions have some meanings, and these meanings correspond to some keywords. Relationship between motions and
keywords are investigated in advance, and an appropriate motion is selected based on corresponding keyword list. Moreover,
the proposed motion selection method also considers sentence styles (interrogative, negative, and so on) of the main phrase in
the sentence. Naturalness evaluation experiment was carried out for combinations between motions and utterances, and motion
selection rules (keyword list and conditions) were made based on the results. Totally 83 keywords were listed for 31 motions.
The performance of the motion selection method was evaluated. From this experiment, only 13.3% of input sentences were
given an appropriate motion. However, many errors could be corrected by modifying the motion selection rules, and ﬁnally 80.0%
of assigned motions were evaluated as “appropriate.”
The dialog scenario editor with automatic motion assignment was developed. It deals with FST-based dialog system. In partic-
ular, it outputs a dialog scenario ﬁle for MMDAgent. This editor operated correctly, and a scenario ﬁle could be created easily.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction
Spoken dialog system is one of the most useful interface between human and machine. These systems need
scenario data, which is represented by Finite State Transducer (FST). FST has many states, and transition conditions
are deﬁned for each state. A transition condition is so-called “if ∼ then ∼” rule. For example, if a user says “hello,”
then say “hello” and move to the state 2.
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A scenario is usually written by hand. It can be made easily when a dialog task is very small (for example, an agent
answers only when a user talk to him “hello”), but making a scenario becomes more diﬃcult when a task becomes
more complex and applying to practical use. In order to support such a time-consuming job, a graphical scenario
editor is needed.
In addition to making a scenario, appropriate motion should be assigned to an agent for each utterance. Many
spoken dialog systems employ a “talking agent” such as real robot, stuﬀed animal, software agent, and so on. A user
talks to such an agent, and the agent answers to the user. If an agent talks without any motion, then a user feels strange.
An utterance with gesture is easy to understand compared with an utterance without any motion1. An agent should
move appropriately during talking.
How to select an appropriate motion for each utterance? The number of gestures is very huge, and most of gestures
are related to practical meanings and/or emotions or feelings of speakers. It is diﬃcult and time-consuming job to
select an appropriate motion for each utterance in a dialog scenario. Therefore, an automatic motion selection method
is useful for dialog scenario editor.
Many motions correspond to some meanings. In other words, motions are related to spoken texts. This suggests
that an appropriate motion can be estimated from a spoken text. Meaning of a text is extracted, and the motion
corresponding to the meaning is selected. This method can automatically assign an appropriate motion into an agent
by using dialog scenario.
In this paper, propose a motion estimation method and develop a dialog scenario editor with automatic motion
assignment function.
2. Automatic motion selection method from dialog scenario
2.1. Basic idea
In general, making a motion data is very diﬃcult and time-consuming job. It is needed to edit moving pattern
for every electric motors corresponding to joints in a robot/software agent. Moreover, in order to make a facial
expressions, move every facial parts such as eyes, eyebrows, mouse and so on. It is impossible to make all motions for
every dialog system independently. In this system, many motion data are made in advance, and select an appropriate
motion for each utterance.
Most of motions have some meanings2. For example, the motion “put hand on head” means “shamed,” “apology,”
“bewilderment” and so on. Therefore, this motion can be assigned with the utterance “I am troubled.” The meaning
of the word “troubled” is similar to the meaning of the motion, and if the word is appeared in an utterance, then the
motion can be assigned to it. In the proposed method, every motions and corresponding keywords to each motion are
listed in advance, and assign a motion to an utterance based on keyword in a dialog scenario.
There are several researches which have the same ideas. Kadono et. al3 analyzed interview videos (10 speakers,
totally 100 minutes), and gestures which represents an abstract concept were classiﬁed into 12 categories such as
“period,” “moving,” “relationship” and so on. Four categories were selected for automatic gesture assigning system,
and corresponding keywords were listed up. If one of the listed keywords (or similar word which is included in the
same concept in the Japanese thesaurus4,5) appears in an utterance text, then corresponding gesture is assigned.
The problem of this research is that selection of gesture depends on only keywords. If a keyword is included in
an utterance text, then corresponding gesture automatically assigns without considering other words in the utterance.
Experimental results showed many false alarms (gestures which should not be assigned were assigned to utterances).
This result suggests that other words in an utterance should be considered in addition to listed keywords.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm considering following two factors in addition to listed keywords:
• Interrogative, negative, and formal expressions
The word “troubled” corresponds to the motion “put hand on head.” However, this motion should not be
assigned to the sentence “Are you troubled?” We have to consider a style of an utterance in addition to keywords.
For instance, interrogative sentence, negative sentence, and honoriﬁc expressions are considered.
• Focus on the main phrase
The motion “put hand on head” is not used to the utterance “I was not troubled.” even through the keyword
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“troubled” is included because the utterance is a negative sentence. However, the utterance “I was troubled
because I could not do this.” should be spoken with the motion even through the negative word “could not” is
included in the utterance. Most important thing is whether a negative word is include in the “main phrase” or
not. In that example, the “main phrase” is “I was troubled.” The motion should be assigned to the utterance
because no negative word is included in the main phrase.
In Japanese, main phrase is usually located at the end of the sentence. Therefore, we focus on the last phrase
after being carried out syntactic analysis.
2.2. Algorithm
2.2.1. Motion selection rule
In order to select an appropriate motion, selection rules are needed. We used the book2 which describes many
gestures and its meanings. It also shows examples of utterances corresponding to a gesture. We picked up many
motions from the book, and corresponding keywords were listed based on description of the motion.
Table 1 shows an example of the selection rule. In this table, the symbol “©” means that the motion is assigned
when this condition is satisﬁed, and the symbol “×” means that the motion is assigned when this condition is not
satisﬁed. The symbol “—” means “don’t care.” In other words, the motion is assigned without considering this
condition. For example, “a bow” motion is assigned when the keyword “hello” is included in the uttered sentence and
this sentence is not interrogative sentence, or the keyword “thank you” is included in the sentence and this sentence is
aﬃrmative and formal sentence.
Table 1. Example of motion selection rule
Motion Keyword Interrogative Negative Formal
A bow hello × — —
A bow thank you × — ©
Put hand on head troubled × × —
Put hand on head dejected × × —
2.2.2. Selection ﬂow
From an input dialog scenario, all utterances are extracted. Motion selection method are applied to each extracted
text as follows:
1. Both morphological and syntactic analysis were carried out
2. Check whether any keywords listed in the selection rule are included in the “main phrase” or not
3. If a keyword is found, then check conditions written in the rule. If conditions are satisﬁed, then assign the motion
to the utterance.
If two or more motions are selected simultaneously, then all possible motions are listed and the most appropriate one
is selected by user. On the other hand, if no motion is selected, then the text is spoken without any motion.
2.3. Making rules
One of the most important thing is how to make a motion selection rules. It is made by hand based on the book2
description. In particular,
1. Select motions. Some motions should be omitted because these need to interact with users (e.g. shake hands),
some other motions need something items (e.g. rest chin in hands, it needs a desk), and so on.
2. Make motion data for robot/software agent.
3. Make a keyword list and conditions. Many utterances are listed up, and corresponding keywords are extracted.
These processes are carried out by a few operators. However, it cannot be guaranteed that the rules are appropriate
because impression of motion may be diﬀerent among people.
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Fig. 1. Snapshot of the evaluation software
In order to make more universal rules, an evaluation experiment of motion and utterance was carried out.
2.3.1. Experimental setup
37 motions were picked up from the book2, and keywords and conditions were assigned to each motion by an op-
erator. Totally 122 keywords were listed up. 149 sentences were prepared for this experiment. All sentences included
a keyword, and some sentences had the same keyword but diﬀerent condition (e.g. aﬃrmative or interrogative). Note
that a part of combinations between keywords and conditions were created because of the huge number of combination
patterns.
149 videos were prepared by using the MMDAgent6 software. The MMDAgent is one of spoken dialog system
with software agent. It displayed a female agent, and played a motion with speaking by using speech synthesizer7.
These videos were shown to eight evaluators. Each evaluator saw all 149 videos, and evaluate naturalness of
combination of motion and utterance by four-level rating (natural, relatively natural, slightly unnatural, and unnatural).
Figure 1 shows the evaluation interface. Evaluators could play a video repeatedly, and evaluation operation could be
suspended in any timing.
2.3.2. Results
We deﬁned the evaluation level “natural” and “relatively natural” as “positive” evaluation, and other two levels were
regarded as “negative” evaluation. The number of evaluators which evaluate “positive” were checked for each video.
Table 2 shows the result. From this table, 58 videos (41.4%) were given “positive” evaluation from all evaluators, and
29 videos (20.7%) were given “negative” evaluation from only one evaluator. It can be said that appropriate motions
and utterances were used in these videos.
Table 2. Experimental results for video evaluation
#positive evaluators 8 7 6 5 and less
#videos 58 29 21 41
Finally, all motions and keywords included in these 87 (= 58+29) videos were adopted. Six motions were omitted,
and 83 keywords were listed in the motion selection rule.
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3. Experiments
In order to investigate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed motion selection rule, automatic motion selection experi-
ment were carried out.
A user assumed some dialog situations, and input an utterance text freely. The system selected an appropriate
motion for it, and the user evaluated adequacy of the motion. If the selected motion was not adequate, then the user
selected the best motion from the all motions.
3.1. Experimental Setup
The experiment was carried out as follows:
1. A user inputs a utterance text to be spoken by a software agent.
2. The system selects an appropriate motion based on the motion selection rule.
3. The user sees the video (the agent speaks the text with the selected motion), and evaluate the adequacy of it.
4. The best motion is selected from all motions by the user if the automatically selected motion was not adequate.
The user can select “no adequate motion” if every motion is not adequate.
The number of users was six. 20 sentences were input by each user. Totally 120 sentences were used.
3.2. Analysis of results
Only 16 sentences (13.3%) were evaluated as the adequate motions. In particular, automatically selected motions
for these sentences were not changed by the user after seeing videos. The other sentences (104 sentences) were not
evaluated as the adequate motions.
These error sentences are split into the following four categories based on cause of error types:
• Lack of keywords
Insuﬃcient keyword list was the cause of this error. There were three causes of lack of keywords:
– Variation of keywords were insuﬃcient. One of the meaning of the motion “put hand on head” is “apol-
ogy.” For example, the word “apologize” and “sorry” were listed but “excuse” was not listed. It is needed
to collect many examples in order to register variation of keywords.
– Variation of notations. In Japanese, the same word can be notated by three ways: “Kanji,” “Katakana” and
“Hiragana.” We have to register all notations of keywords.
– Lack of meanings. One motion has several meanings. We made a keyword list based on the book2, but
some user assigned an extra meaning to some motions. Based on the book, the motion “rub my hands”
means “hesitate,” “ulterior motive, ” and “apple-polish.” However, a user used this motion with a sentence
“it is cold.”
Totally 84 sentences were in this type. This type of error can be corrected easily by adding appropriate key-
words.
• Condition errors
Nine sentences included keywords listed in the selection rule, but conditions of the rule were not appropriate.
This type of error can be also corrected easily by modifying conditions.
• Lack of motions
There was no appropriate motion for 11 sentences. We have to add various motions, but nobody knows how
many motions should be prepared. This problem should be discussed in future work.
From the analysis, many errors can be corrected by modifying the selection rule. In particular, 80 sentences
were recovered by modifying the rule. In other words, the system automatically assigned appropriate motions to 96
sentences (80%) by using the modiﬁed selection rule. It can not be said that this modiﬁed rule is perfect and select
an appropriate motion for any sentence, but more reasonable rule can be obtained by repeating several times the
evaluation and modiﬁcation loop.
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On the other hand, several sentences cannot be assigned an adequate motion by using this algorithm. A user
assigned the motion “a bow” to the sentence “I am Suzuki.” The meaning of this sentence is self-introduction, but
there is no keyword related to self-introduction. We have to estimate a meaning or discourse function of the sentence
in order to use selection of motion instead of keyword.
4. Scenario editor
We developed a new scenario editor for a spoken dialog system. MMDAgent6 is used as a dialog system. The
editor prepares 31 motion data in advance, and selects an appropriate motion corresponding to an utterance text. A
user can see the motion by using preview button, and change another motion if he wants. Finally, the editor outputs a
dialog scenario ﬁle for MMDAgent.
4.1. MMDAgent and its scenario ﬁle
MMDAgent is one of the spoken dialog system. It consists of speech recognizer, speech synthesizer, dialog con-
troller, and software agent visualizer. The dialog controller is based on FST (Finite State Transducer). FST has many
states and transitions between states. A transition is a directed line from state i to state j, and “input condition” and
“output action” are assigned. These are the same as a so-called “if ∼ then ∼” rule. If “input condition” is satisﬁed,
then “output action” is carried out, and move from i to j.
Figure 2 shows an example of FST. In this ﬁgure, a circle with number denotes a state, and an arc denotes a
transition. A text “A / B” denotes a transition rule, “A” is an input condition and “B” is an output action. The
function “recog(w)” means “if a recognition result includes the word w.” The function “speak(s)” means that an agent
speaks the sentence s, and “motion(m)” means that an agent plays the motion data m. The symbol “ε” means “always
satisﬁed.” If the current state is moved to the state 2, then play the motion “bow” and move to the state 1 immediately.
First, the current state is set to 1. If a user says “Hello” then an agent says “Hello” and the current state is moved
to the state 2. After that, the agent plays the “bow” motion immediately and the current state backs to the state 1. If a
user says “Who are you?” then the agent says “I’m Mei.” with playing the motion “put palm together” and the current
state becomes 4. If a user says undeﬁned words, then this input is ignored.
In particular, an FST is written in text ﬁle. One line corresponds to one transition. It consists of two state numbers
(from and to), input condition and output action. As you can see, one transition can have only one output action.
Therefore, many number of states and transitions are needed for a practical dialog scenario. Making these scenario
data is diﬃcult for non-expert developers. In order to make a dialog scenario data easily, we made a scenario editor.
4.2. Scenario editor with automatic motion assignment
Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the scenario editor. First, the scenario editor has an state list. A user can give any text
to a state as a name. These names are not used in a scenario ﬁle giving to MMDAgent. In the scenario ﬁle, all states
Fig. 2. Example of Finite State Automaton
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Fig. 3. Snapshot of the scenario editor
are called by numerical number. However, it is not convenient for human. Therefore, all states are named by any text,
and the editor automatically convert these names into the numerical numbers.
A transition list is deﬁned for each state. A transition consists of user’s utterance (input condition), agent’s utterance
and motion (these two are output action). An appropriate motion can be selected automatically based on agent’s
utterance text, and other motions can be selected manually if a user wants.
You can check the scenario by pushing “preview” button. MMDAgent starts by using the current dialog scenario
data, and you can talk with agent. Finally, a scenario ﬁle can be created by pushing “create” button.
The editor operated correctly, and scenario ﬁle could be created easily. In ﬁgure work, a new function that a current
scenario is visualized by FST style will be added.
5. Conclusion
In order to make a dialog scenario ﬁle easily, a new dialog scenario editor was developed. In dialog systems, it
is important for natural communication that an agent speaks with natural gesture. However, it is time-consuming job
to make an appropriate motion for every utterance in a dialog scenario. In this paper, automatic motion assignment
method was proposed.
Most of motions have some meanings, and these meanings correspond to some keywords. Relationship between
motions and keywords were investigated in advance, and an appropriate motion was selected based on correspond-
ing keyword list. Moreover, the proposed motion selection method also considered sentence styles (interrogative,
negative, and so on) of the main phrase in the sentence. Naturalness evaluation experiment was carried out for com-
binations between motions and utterances, and motion selection rules (keyword list and conditions) were made based
on the results. Totally 83 keywords were listed for 31 motions.
The performance of the motion selection method was evaluated. From this experiment, only 13.3% of input
sentences were given an appropriate motion. However, many errors could be corrected by modifying the motion
selection rules, and ﬁnally 80.0% of assigned motions were evaluated as “appropriate.”
The dialog scenario editor with automatic motion assignment was developed. It deals with FST-based dialog
system. In particular, it outputs a dialog scenario ﬁle for MMDAgent. This editor operated correctly, and a scenario
ﬁle could be created easily.
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